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About This Game

Achievement Machine is a colorful clicker game for those who wants not only to get tons of achievements in no time, but also to
enjoy real gameplay and various game modes!
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We at Playloft don't like boring spamming games, but knowing your true love of achievements and interesting gameplay we've
taken the liberty to make both colorful and enjoyable clicker game with lots and lots of achievements.

Rules:

Click the icons to clear the game field. Every new click can bring you another achievement. There are some special icons
hidden among the regular ones:

Explosive icons — explode the icons placed around them;

Armed icons — extra strong;

Energy icons – let you clear the whole row of icons.
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Sometimes you can unlock one of the secret icons, that activate an additional game mode. Try to find them all!

A UNIQUE CLICKER

Achievement Machine combines both achievement farming and fun gameplay with several modes - find a special icon on the
field to start them.

5000 ACHIEVEMENTS

A simple and fun way to expand your collection with tons of new achievements. Decorate your Steam profile with amazing well-
drawn icons!

A SECRET ACHIEVEMENT #5000

Did you think that it would be that simple? To get a secret achievement you'll need to give it your best shot. Let's see if you're
lucky enough to unlock it!
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Title: Achievement Machine
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Playloft
Publisher:
Playloft
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,German,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,Russian
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Great game! The storyline is bleak and tragic right off the bat. Each chapter is unpredictable and has unique ways of scaring the
player. There was a tiny glitch near the end of chapter 6, but that was it. I give it a thumbs up.. In so many ways, very silly and
unpolished, yet there's definitely enough content for a few dollars. Surprisingly lots of content, in fact.. pretty. thats it. theres
one puzzle towards the end which is impossible to win. i have tried and tried but no luck. so im giving up. the puzzle involves
colors dropping which you are required to match up, however, the puzzle does so much by itself time is lost, and so you cannot
win in the time allotted. frustrating and time wasting.. Loved it! too short but awesome!. I dont know if it is my computer or the
game but since the 1.2 update, the new minigames are making the fps drop so much. Updated Dating Sim!
Basically version 1 was old school,
now this game is all bout this millenium!
 Featuring new Underground Raves, Ghetto Starbucks?
and even a transgender bartender?
Can two girlfriends have a fun night out with any boys?
Will the geek get his freak ON? or just a resignatiON?
This game is pushin that new era with lesbian action,
testing boundries with Geeky and Freaky?
Definitely worth the .99cents and good amount fo achieveable achievements,
Good amount of play time, and replayabilties with multiple different endings for each Episode\/Story!
Def Surpasses the Original!
if you want a preview on gameplay without giving away too many options check out Episode ONE in the beginning pf these
video:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/vC7UK9C9DZE
Didnt get the ending but youll know exactly what went wrong with that last option, basially do that other one to get the hookup
and Achievement!
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This is my first MGS game, and I was hesitant to get into it considering I knew next to nothing about the story or the franchise
in general. 54 hours in, and having completed only about 24% of the main story, I have one word to describe this gem.
Phenomenal. The story weaves itself completely organically against the backdrop of some of the tightest gun-play and tactical
operations. The base-building component is woven in beautifully with the core gameplay mechanics, and yet never impedes on
the main focus of the game itself. Even though the pattern of the side-missions can get repetitive, as others may have pointed
out, the absolute freedom with which to approach a situation is so liberating that it never really gets boring unlike in so many
other titles. Stealth works wonderfully and the diverse pattern of enemy takedowns, interrogations, and hiding bodies (or
extracting them) creates this consistent hypnotic rhythm which allows for this amazing and immersive experience. The main
missions feel fresh so far and can quickly get very challenging, especially, if the focus is to get higher mission rankings. The
game truly comes alive if one leans towards stealth-based and tactical strategies with the occasional gleeful killing spree on side
missions. Make no mistake the gameplay is most rewarding when trying to be a ghost, or should I say, Phantom , in completion
of the objectives.

MGSV looks stunning, and at times while riding thru the deserts of Afghanistan, one can't but be reminded of memorable
moments from the The Witcher 3. Some have complained about the gameworld being rather barren, and the lack of NPCs but
then again, this isn't an RPG. That said the sandbox style open world and the way it is populated works perfectly within the
context and scope of the game. Surprisingly for a console port, I didn't have to change a single keybinding and the controls and
mapping feel transparent in their functionality (considering there are multiple possibilities of equipping support gear on the fly
or accessing the iDroid for tac support).

There are so many other details that are taken care of so well in the game (for instance the Buddy system), that go on make this
such a unique and engaging experience. Highly recommend this game, particularly to those on the fence because they haven't
the prior titles. Just go for it!. fun game and fun artstyle although your first few games will be a little confusing.
\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. It's a great expansion but PLEASE sort out the juddery,
jerky scrolling across the map, when using the mouse on the frame edges.

Also, the AI never seems to build towers - even on Hard.. I beat shayne at this so many times, he was no good.. Mahjong with
hot anime babes
If you like animu babes and mahjong then this game is really good
8.(pi)/10. Best Character in the game? Check.

Best Lines in the game? Check.

Best Teleport Animation in the game? Check.

Best skin idea in the game? Check, check and check.

Airplane Sky Voyage Is Out Now!:
We're proud to announce that Airplane Sky Voyage is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!

Pilot your plane and conquer skies. Try every plane model with different characteristics, complete tricky missions. Master
piloting skills and do amazing tricks at high altitude. Open spaces are waiting for exploration and flights!

We are looking forward to your feedback in comments!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/851010/Airplane_Sky_Voyage/. 75% OFF Achievement Machine:
Winter Sale deals now live: get 75% off discount on Achievement Machine!. Achievement Machine is Now Available!:
Achievement Machine is out!
It's a colorful clicker game that combines both achievement farming and fun gameplay with several modes. Decorate your
Steam profile with amazing well-drawn achievement icons!
If you'll find any bugs or issues, let us now, so we can do our best to fix them as soon as possible. And, of course, don't forget to
write a review!
We hope that you enjoy the game!
Playloft Team. Try our new game - Magic Chess!:
We're proud to announce that Magic Chess is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!
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Welcome the Magic World. Become a commander of wizards and magical creatures. Compete with your rival in logic skills,
find solutions for difficult situations. Master tactics and strategy to lead your army to victory!

We'll be glad to see your feedback in comments!

Playloft Team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/876860/Magic_Chess/?beta=0. Summer Sale - Achievement Machine 75% Off:
Hello everyone! Even if our Achievement Machine couldn’t participate in Summer Sale from the start, we’ve set the discount as
soon as possible! So the Achievement Machine is co 75% off its price now - do not miss!
Sincerely, Team of Playloft. Part 2 In Progress!:
Achievement Machine goes into space! We are working on the second part of the game, Achievement Machine: Cubic Chaos,
where you are to dive into a unique cubic world full of an incredible amount of achievements... and dangers! Now if you can
find yourself stuck in the parallel worlds if you won't be careful enough. Try to solve the mystery of the cubic world and get all
the achievements on the way!

We'd be happy if you add the Achievement Machine: Cubic Chaos to your wish list and share with us your thoughts on the
game:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1067370/Achievement_Machine_Cubic_Chaos/. Meet our new game!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Recursive Dragon is out! It's a сolorful exploration game, where you
have to make a round-the-world trip and study all the four sectors of the planet: Sector of Spring, Sector of Summer, Sector of
Autumn and Sector of Winter. Check it out and let us know what you think!

Playloft Team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/875250/. Achievement Machine - Out Soon!:
Greetings!
We're glad to announce that our new game Achievement Machine will be available soon! It's a colorful clicker game for those
who wants not only to get tons of achievements in no time, but also to enjoy real gameplay and various gamemodes!
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist. We look forward to know what you think about our works!

Playloft Team
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